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Infrastructure as Code: Orchestration with Heat ...
OpenStack supports the largest number of enterprise storage and networking systems today, and running Kubernetes with OpenStack allows you to seamless integrate containers into your environment. While OpenStack is widely known as a private cloud platform, you can access the same open infrastructure immediately from dozens of public cloud ...

OpenStack Docs: Orchestration Service API v1
Heat Orchestration Template (HOT) Guide¶ HOT is a template format supported by the heat, along with the other template format, i.e. the Heat CloudFormation-compatible format (CFN). This guide is targeted towards template authors and explains how to write HOT templates based on examples.

Get Started with an OpenStack Public Cloud
This is the third article in my series on OpenStack orchestration with Heat. In Part 1, I introduced the HOT template syntax, and then in Part 2, I showed you some of the techniques Heat offers to orchestrate the deployment of applications that run entirely within a single compute instance.

A quick introduction to OpenStack Heat - OpenStack Superuser
OpenStack Orchestration. Contents Bookmarks () 1: Getting Started with the Orchestration Service for OpenStack. Getting Started with the Orchestration Service for OpenStack. Introduction to the OpenStack architecture. The Orchestration service for OpenStack. The Heat workflow.

Learn about OpenStack and container technologies like ...
Cloudwatt Cloud Services One of the largest OpenStack coverage! Including full IaaS services compute, various OS, block & object storage, orchestration, console and additional services such as training, support, blog and 1-click-to-deploy apps.

NovaOrchestration - OpenStack
This blog post was created by Anil Gupta. Additional comments and reviews: Maya Shiran and Xiao Gao In this blog post I will talk about the automation and orchestration of configuration that can be done via the Heat automation and orchestration program that comes with OpenStack (and VIO- VMware Integrated OpenStack). Perhaps, a question on your […]

Openstack Orchestration
orchestration resource type show ... The OpenStack project is provided under the Apache 2.0 license. Openstack.org is powered by Rackspace Cloud Computing. ...

OpenStack Docs: orchestration
OpenStack Orchestration. The mission of the OpenStack Orchestration program is to create a human- and machine-accessible service for managing the entire lifecycle of infrastructure and applications within OpenStack clouds.

OpenStack Docs: Heat Orchestration Template (HOT) Guide
Orchestration (Heat) Heat is a service to orchestrate multiple composite cloud applications using templates, through both an OpenStack-native REST API and a CloudFormation-compatible Query API. Workflow (Mistral) Mistral is a service that manages workflows.

Chapter 3. Cloud Orchestration Red Hat CloudForms 4.0 ...
According to the OpenStack Foundation, Heat is an orchestration engine to launch multiple composite cloud applications based on templates in the form of text files that can be treated as code. In simple terms, Heat provides the OpenStack users with a way to automate the creation of cloud components like networks, instances, storage devices and ...

OpenStack Orchestration In Depth, Part III: Multi-Instance ...
The Red Hat Customer Portal delivers the knowledge, expertise, ... Cloud Orchestration is a service that allows you to create, update and manage cloud resources and their software components as a single unit and then deploy them in an automated, repeatable way through a template. ... Select Amazon CloudFormation or OpenStack Heat from the ...

Openstack Orchestration & Hybrid Cloud Orchestration ...
X-Openstack-Request-Id. header. string. A unique ID for tracking service request. The request ID associated with the request by default appears in the service logs. api. body. object. The orchestration API revsion information. engine. body. object. The orchestration engine revsion information.

Heat - OpenStack
Orchestration service overview¶ The Orchestration service provides a template-based orchestration for describing a cloud application by running OpenStack API calls to generate running cloud applications. The software integrates other core components of OpenStack into a one-file template system.

OpenStack Docs: Orchestration Service APIs
Cloudify for OpenStack NFV. Networking has become a core service in any cloud deployment. Cloudify’s TOSCA-based, open and pluggable architecture provides the management and orchestration of the end-to-end NFV lifecycle (Day 0 through Day 2 operations) by serving at the NFVO & G-VNFM in the ETSI MANO architecture.

OpenStack Orchestration In Depth, Part I: Introduction to Heat
Except where otherwise noted, this document is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License.See all OpenStack Legal Documents.

OpenStack Docs: Orchestration service overview
Heat is the main project of the OpenStack orchestration program. It allows users to describe deployments of complex cloud applications in text files called templates. These templates are then parsed and executed by the Heat engine. Heat was born as the counterpart to the CloudFormation service in AWS. It accepts AWS templates and provides a ...

OpenStack - Wikipedia
The key to a successful solution is guaranteeing that transitions in the state machine are idempotent while allowing for a horizontally scalable solution. In other words, we need to be able to stand up more than one Orchestration server, yet any one server must ensure that the actions it performs are not duplicated by other Orchestration servers.
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